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chapter 1

introduction

adolescents future plans

the traditional family where dad is working to
support the family and mom is home with the children is the

ideal in the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday

ldsmormon mothers are encouraged to stay home with the

children except in extreme economic situations where there
is a need for the mother to seek employment outside the
home I1 yet over fortyfiveforty percentfive of mormon women work

outside the home martin et al 19861986. while many are

employed out of necessity some are employed by choice in

this research I1 will be concerned with how employed LDS

mothers influence their daughters future plans regarding

education and career marriage and children I1 have chosen

to examine LDS women and their daughters because the LDS

church espouses a highly specific view of womens

employment

mothers are a significant role model in their daughters

lives rich 1990 1I expect to find that daughters of

mothers who are employed are more inclined to have future
plans which include obtaining a college degree and a career

in addition I1 expect to find that the higher the

19861
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educational level of the mother the greater her daughters
inclination to make plans for college and a career while

education and labor force participation are associated with

lower fertility and later marriage among women being

educated and having a career does not preclude marriage and

children for most women therefore I1 expect to find most

daughters planning for marriage and children I1 also expect

to find that if a daughter is attached to the LDS church

she will be less inclined to plan for an education and

career

latterdaylatter saintday church

As stated earlier the traditional family is the ideal
to strive for in the mormon church each gender has been

assigned very specific roles which each must play in

conforming to this traditional family ideal womens

contributions to and in the LDS church have always been

described in familial terms cornwall 1994 fathers are

expected to be the breadwinnersbread whilewinners mothers are to take

care of the household and to be at home with the children

latterdaylatter saintsday believe that god defined male and female

roles in the beginning by commanding adam to earn bread by

the sweat of his brow gen 316 19 benson 1987 in the
LDS doctrine and covenants it states that women have claim

on their husbands for their maintenance 11 d&c 832 while

staying home to raise and teach the children the LDS

2
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church leaders teach that the mother is the best nurturer a

child can have and that it is detrimental to the child when

a mother leaves the home to work

LDS women have in contemporary times been counseled

to stay home with the children and run the household

church leaders discourage the employment of women with

children particularly young children the president of the
quorum of the twelve apostles of the LDS church president

ezra taft benson counseled in his talk to the women in a

general relief society meeting a gathering of women ages

eighteen and older that a mother should be at home with her

children 1981 he stated

it is a misguided idea that a woman should leave the
home where there is a husband and children to prepare

educationally and financially for an unforeseen

eventuality 1981 p105

in 1983 president gordon B hinckley first counselor

in the first presidency of the LDS church addressed the
women at a general relief society meeting and offered a word

of caution to the women who work outside of the home when it
is not necessary he warned those women that they may lose

the substance while grasping at the shadow by working for

extra material items the woman is the bearer and the

nurturer of children the man is the provider and

protector 1983 p84 president ezra T benson in a 1987

address to parents counseled women that god never intended

3
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for women to work outside the home but that they should

stay home and nurture the family benson 1987

the LDS church leaders realize that some mothers may

have to work outside the home because of monetary

circumstances but this should be the exception not the

rule most recently elder richard G scott a member of the
quorum of the twelve apostles said

you in these unusual circumstances qualify for
additional inspiration and strength from the lord

those who leave the home for lesser reasons will not

1993 p34

employment of women

today women make up over fifty percent of the labor

force only 7 percent of the households in the united states
contain both parents two children with the mother at home

vanderkolk and young 1991 in 1950 12 percent of women

who had children under age six worked today 60 percent of

women with children of that age do with the number expected

to reach 65 percent by 1995 1990 census thomas and thomas

1990 of married couple families 63 percent report both

spouses working vanderkolk and young 1991

mormon women are also members of the labor force over

fortyfiveforty percentfive of mormon women in the utah wasatch area

are employed martin et al 1986 over fifty percent of

the mothers in the sample used in this research were

4
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employed outside the home either full or part time

employed mothers constitute a large percentage of mormon

women in view of the significant numbers of employed

mormon mothers I1 have chosen to examine the influence of

mothers on their daughters future plans

the empirical model

motherdaughtermother relationshipsdaughter social scientists have

recently turned their attention to studying the mother

daughter relationship studies and books such as my

mothermyselfMother fridayMyself 1977 making connections the

relational worlds of adolescent girls at emma willard school

gilligan lyons and hanmer 1990 and altered loves

mothers and daughters during adolescence apter 1990 look

at the relationships of mothers and daughters la sorsa and

fodor 1990 looked at the adolescent daughtermidlifedaughter

mother

midlife
dyad and how the lifecycle crisis of each may affect

their relationship they describe daughters trying to
figure out who they are and working out their independence

while still wanting to cling to their mother for support

mothers on the other hand were found to be working out their
roles while their daughters fight for their independence

and their mothering patterns are not working as well as they

did in the past the mothers are also dealing with

menopause empty nest and choices about what to do with

the rest of their lives

5
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the consensus in research on the motherdaughtermother

relationship
daughter

is that this relationship is the strongest of

all parentchildparent relationshipchild dyads rich 1990 troll
1987 gives five reasons as to why the motherdaughtermother bonddaughter

is stronger than other parentchildparent relationschild these five
reasons include infant bonding socialization similarity
demography and developmental stages while fathers do have

an influence on daughters occupational plans mothers

influence on their daughters is greater

because of the strong relational bond between mothers

and daughters researchers are now studying the effect
mothers have on their daughters future plans especially
employed mothers the first studies on employed mothers

focused on the negative effects employment had on children
As it became apparent that more and more mothers were

entering the work force and that employment had few

negative effects on children more studies looked at the

positive effects that children experienced when their mother

was employed hoffman 1974 reports that working mothers

influence their daughters selfconceptsself andconcepts the behavior

expected of them the daughters of working mothers ascribe

traits that are usually associated with the opposite sex

males to their own self concept for example the
daughters of employed mothers are more likely to see women

as competent and effective
spitze 1988 has found no consistent evidence of

6
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children feeling deprived because of an employed mother

she states that although employed mothers spend less time

with their children than nonemployednon mothersemployed the more

educated employed mothers spend the most time with their
children by reducing time spent in leisure and sleep as

compared to the less educated employed mothers milne

myers rosenthal and ginsgurgginsburg 1986 found that mothers

employment had a small but consistently negative effect on

the childs reading and mathematic abilities and that this
effect was cumulative and proportional to mothers time

working however heyns and Ca tsambis 1986 reexamined the

milne et al data and found that the only negative effects
that could be found were those isolated to white middle

class children from twoparenttwo familiesparent where the mother

worked fulltimefull outsidetime the home before the child entered

school with controls even these negative findings lost
their significance

the vast majority of research on employed mothersmothers7

influence on their daughters show that employed mothers

significantly influence their daughters in their choice of a

career and education daughters of employed women are more

likely to want to work full time and have a marriage with

children jensen and borges 1986 bloom feshbach bloom

feshbach and heller 1982 in fact a daughter whose mother

was employed during her elementary and secondary school

years is one and onethirdone timesthird more likely to be in the

7
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labor force as compared to those whose mother was not

employed during the same time stevens and boyd 1980

daughters are more likely to be independent if their mothers

are employed hoffman 1974 daughters who chose more no-
ntraditional jobs are more likely to have had mothers who

were employed sandberg ehrhardt mellins ince and meyer

bahlburg 1987 the authors are not sure that it is a

direct modeling effect since very few of the mothers had

traditionalnontraditionalnon jobs themselves another study found that
daughters of employed mothers imitate the occupational

experience of their mothers stevens and boyd 1980

stevens and boyd claim that if they are given a mothers

occupation they are able to predict the daughters

occupation reasonably well

stevens 1986 looked to see if occupational influence

of the parents is mainly samesexsame orsex if there is a strong

oppositesexopposite influencesex he found that children are more apt

to model the occupation of the samesexsame parentsex rather than

the oppositesexopposite parentsex this was particularly so if the
parent was professional professionalsemiprofessionalsemi or engaged in

farming this tendency is more pronounced for females than

males

macke and morgan 1978 looked at rolemodelingrole ofmodeling

employed mothers both positive and negative positive
modeling means that mother has successfully combined both

the roles of homemaking and employee daughters who see

8
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their mothers doing both increase their confidence that
they can do the same on the negative side a daughter who

sees her mother as unhappy or inadequate in performing both

roles may decide not to work so as to avoid a similar fate
unhappiness often occurs when the mother has a low status
job or when the mother is employed because of economic

constraints on the family and not because she wishes to

modeling may be both positive as with mothers who have a

higher status job or are employed because they want to as

well as negative as with mothers who have a lower status
job or are employed because they have to be macke and

morgan found that black daughters were the only group that
were negatively influenced by mothers employment7

specifically if the mother had a bluecollarblue jobcollar the

daughter was less workorientedwork becauseoriented she wanted a

lifestyle more rewarding than bluecollarblue workcollar
callan and gallois 1983 found daughters did not value

i

having children as much as their mothers did the daughters

did not see children as providing pleasure enjoyment and

personal development as did the mothers this may be

explained by the fact that daughters today have more choices

than did their mothers and so childbearing need not be

their only career opportunity adamchak 1977 found that
there was no difference in desired family size between

daughters of employed and nonemployednon mothersemployed

childbearing has also lost its popularity since the 1950s19501s

9
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iglg

popenoe 1993 reports that in the 1950s the average woman

had 3.737 children while by 1990 the rate had dropped to

1.919 he also reports that positive attitudes toward

parenthood have declined dramatically in 1962 84 of

american mothers reported that all couples should have

children while in 1980 only 43 responded so sweet and

bumpass 1987 thornton 1989 popenoe 1993

literature on the influence of mothers educational

level on their daughters education is scanty cohn 1987

found there was no tendency for samesexsame modelingsex but that
the parent who had the highest educational level was the

parent the child would model even with parental
encouragement controlled for parental educational level

still influenced their childs level of education

after reviewing the literature I1 hypothesize 11.

daughters of employed mothers will be more inclined to plan

for education and career as well as marriage and children

than will daughters of mothers who are not employed 22.

daughters of employed mothers who have traditionalnontraditionalnon

careers will be more likely to plan for education and career

along with marriage and children than daughters of mothers

who have traditional careers 33. daughters of mothers who

have post high school education will be more likely to plan

for education and career along with marriage and children

than daughters of mothers who have only high school

education

10
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change over time social competence in adolescence

includes the making of future plans thomas and carver

1990 these future plans change as adolescent females get

older because their role models are no longer the same as

when they were younger young girls are accustomed to being

able to disagree with people letting people know when they

are upset and acting on that which they know is right the

research of carol gilligan demonstrates that as females move

from childhood into adolescence they begin to recognize a

female model that society has set up for them to follow

this model female is one that gets along with everyone does

not have disagreements and does what she is told even if
it goes against what she believes to be true she is to be

all things to all people to be perfect girls and model

women brown and gilligan 1992 p180 As the girls get

older they see the model of the being all things to all
people working in the lives of the adult women and see that
this is now the way they themselves must begin to act they

try to guess what others want and desire and try to look

more like some ideal image of what a woman should be

looking at themselves and listening to themselves they

begin to change their looks modulate their voices and

monitor their behavior in relation to the looks and the

voices of others in the world in which they are living

thus at adolescence girls can become more readily

disconnected from what they are feeling distanced from

11
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their own desires and pleasures and therefore
ironically more reliant on others who tell them what

they want and feel and think and know brown and

gilligan 1992 p169pigg
disagreement makes them vulnerable opens them up for

attack goes against the definition of a good nice girl
jeopardizes relationships and endangers them

based on the findings of brown and gilligan 1992 1I

anticipate that as LDS daughters pass through adolescence

they begin t recognize the female model of the LDS church

this woman is one who gets married has children and

remains at home to take care of them because the LDS

church is such a large part of the daughters lives the

daughters modify their plans for the future to accommodate

the model woman the LDS church has set up for them to
follow they become reliant on the LDS church to tell them

how to think and live their lives
these findings by brown and gilligan 1992demonstrate1992

the

demonstrate

need to examine how the plans girls make for the future
change over time based on the above findings I1

hypothesize that over time adolescent girls will be less
inclined to plan for education and career as they become

more aware of prescribed gender roles
attachment to the LDS church adolescent development

and the making of future plans occur in a particular context

for LDS young women religious socialization emphasizes the

12
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importance of following gods plan which requires motherhood

and caring for children therefore I1 also hypothesize that
the level of attachment to religion influences adolescents

future plans thomas and carver 1990 attachment itself
is the extent to which a person identifies with the central
goals and expectations of the organization cornwall 1993

p7 I1 have chosen to measure attachment because it
examines the extent to which a person in this case a

daughter identifies with the LDS church its goals and

expectations A young women does not feel attached to the

LDS church if she does not want others to know that she is
LDS or if she believes that the church is too strict for
example if she believes that the LDS church discourages

women from wanting higher education and a career on the

other hand if the young woman is highly attached to the LDS

church she would more likely follow the church counsel by

making plans for marriage and children and giving less
emphasis to college or a career I1 hypothesize that the
more a young woman is attached to the LDS church the less

she will plan for college and career

to summarize my hypotheses are as follows

11. young women of employed mothers will be more

inclined to plan for education and career along

with marriage and children than will young women

of mothers who are not employed

22. young women of employed mothers who have non

13
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traditional careers will be more likely to plan

for education and career with marriage and

children than young women of employed mothers in

traditional careers
33. young women of mothers who have a posthighpost

school

high

education will be more likely to plan for
education and career along with marriage and

children than young women of mothers with only a

high school education

44. young women who are attached to the LDS church

will be less inclined to plan for future education and

career than young women who are not attached to the LDS

church regardless of mothers employment or

educational status
55. over time all young women will be less
likely to plan for education and career

regardless of mothers employment or educational

status
in the following chapters I1 will discuss the methodology of

this research the statistical methods used and the

results

14
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chapter 2

methodology

data collection
the data used in this study were collected as part of

the adolescent faith development AFD study phases III111lri
and 111IIIili cornwall 1993 respondents were selected using a

proportional stratified random sample in nine administrative

and geographical areas of the church of jesus christ of

latterdaylatter saintsday LDS wards or congregations in the

united states in each ward sampled families were

requested to participate if at least one member of the
family was born in 1974 through 1977 and was currently
attending church on a regular basis the data were

collected in questionnaire form given by professional data

collectors at the local church buildings of the sample

wards the data collectors were specifically trained to

collect this data the questionnaires were administered

during a normally scheduled block of church meetings on

sunday for those not present on the day of data

collection the data collectors left mailinmail

questionnaires
in

for the local church leaders to deliver to

them the first wave of data was collected in the summer of

15
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1989 there were 1715 youth between the ages of eleven and

fifteen who participated 863 female and 852 males most of

the respondents came from utahotah or the west reflecting a

larger percentage of mormons in those particular regions

the second wave of data was collected in the fall of

1990 this time all youth who belonged to the wards young

womenyoungWomen menYoung youth programs were invited to participate
along with those who participated in the first wave of data

collection the 1990 data collection took place in the same

way the 1989 collection did questionnaires were

administered during the scheduled block of church meetings

by specifically trained data collectors for those youth

not present on the day of data collection mail in

questionnaires were left for local church leader to deliver
to them also questionnaires were mailed to those who had

moved from the original sample of wards A second mailing

was done for those who did not respond the first time this
time only the youth were surveyed parents responded in the

first wave only

wave three data were collected in winter 1992 As

before the data were collected by specifically trained data

collectors during a scheduled block of time during church

meetings all the youth who had participated in the

previous years were targeted local church leaders were

instructed to deliver mailinmail questionnairesin to youth who

were not present at the time the questionnaire was given

16
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those who had moved from the original sample wards were sent

questionnaires

overall in the 87 wards surveyed there were 2948
youth 1051 females and 1057 males there was an 80.6806
percent total response rate there were 1477 households

surveyed but only a 57.5575 percent return rate from both the

mother and father the mothers return rate was 74 percent

in this analysis I1 used data from families where I1 could

match the mothers and the daughters responses I1 am using

this subgroupsub becausegroup I1 am most interested in the effect
employed mothers have on the future plans of their
daughters see table 2.121 for the ages of the daughters in

this sample

table 2.121 age of daughters at time one data collection
age number percent
11 93 16.8168
12 129 23.4234
13 165 29.9299
14 133 24.1241
15 32 5.858
total 552 100

the primary drawback of using data from someone elses
research design is being restricted in the kinds of data

available to measure the theoretical constructs the data

is limited in that it does not include questions about

mothers feelings about employment her reason for
employment or her own attitudes about being employed all
these variables would provide a better understanding of why

17
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liii

the mother is employed

sample characteristics
this particular mormon population differs from a united

states population of women and from some mormon women in

that they are highly religious twothirdstwo ofthirds the sampled

daughters and 96 of the sampled mothers reported religion
to be either one of the most important or the most important

thing in their lives see table 2.222 ninetyfourninety percentfour

of daughters and 93 of the mothers report attending

sacrament meeting weekly see table 2.222 on the next page

the results of this research could be generalized best to

active LDS since the sample comes from highly active
mormonscormonsMor

the

mons

majority of mothers in this sample are married

only 27 mothers at the time of the data collection were

single the rest 95 percent were married see table 2.323

table 2.323 mothers marital status at time one

marital status number percent

married 532 95.1951
divorced or

separated 20 3.636
widowed 6 1.111
never married 1 2.2

total 559 100.0010000

18
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601goi

TABLE

time I11

religion is
the most
important
thing in my life

religion is one
of the most
important
things in my life

attend sacrament
meeting 232

times
3

a month

attend sacrament
meeting every
week

189
ngg

36

215

45

924

226

542

56

891

326

638

43

928

22

18.9189
n99

94
n519

3.636
n20

of

daughters

time 2

21.5215
n119

daughters and

60.1601
n332

4.545
n25

92.4924
n510

mothers in sample

time 3

22.6226
n125

54.2542
n299

5.656
n31

89.1891
n492

mothers

32.6326
n180

63.8638
n352

4.343
n24

92.8928
n512

2.222 religiosity

48
n265
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measurement

daughters future plans daughters choices regarding

future plans focused on graduation from college having a

career getting married and having children while most

studies are based on data from older women who report what

they have actually accomplished this data focuses on the

changing future plans for adolescent girls the young women

were asked As you look to the future which of the

following things do you think you will do response

categories included definitely will not probably will
not not sure yes probably and yes definitely
respondents were asked about several different areas in life
including going on a mission going to the temple being

active in the LDS church and being liked and respected

for this study however only the items graduate from

college have a good job or career get married and

have children of my own will be used to see the
daughters responses see table 3.131

mothers employment mothers were asked do you work

for pay if the reply was yes they were then asked

what kind of work do you do and how many hours per week

do you usually work if they replied no they were asked

if they were a fulltimefull homemakertime not employed not

looking for work not employed looking for work

retired or disabled fiftysix percent 306 of the

mothers in the sample reported they work for pay and forty

20
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four percent 240 did not see table 2.424 of the mothers

who work for pay most work part time but some one in four

of all mothers work fulltimefull seetime table 2.424 of the
mothers who do not work for pay almost all are fulltimefull
homemakers

time

nine reported looking for work and one was

disabled these data suggest that not as many mormon

mothers are employed as mothers in the national population

and when they are they are more likely to be employed part

time the low employment rate of this sample however may

be a function of the type of women who responded

specifically those women who are very active in the LDS

church

TABLE 2.424 employment of mothers in sample compared
to US women with children

US population sample population

employed 75.0750 56
full 46.5465 24
parttimepart 28.5285time 32

not in labor
force 25.0250 44

mothers occupation occupation of the employed mother

was coded using the same occupational classification used in

the 1990 census of population and housing 1990 census

codes to determine whether the mothers had traditional or

traditionalnontraditionalnon jobs I1 calculated the percentage of women

in ten different occupational groups using the 1990 census

21
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TABLE 2.525 mothers occupation7

workers distribution distribution
that are in population in mormon

occupations

executive
administrative
and managerial

professional
specialty

technicians and
related support

sales
administrative
support

private household

service occupations
except protective
and household

farming forestry
and fishing

precision production
craft and repair

operators Fabricafabricate
and laborers

total

female

42n

53n

66n
49n

77t
94t

63n

16 M

10 M

rs
26 M

100.01000

of US
employed
women

9.999

14.6146

3.232
9.393

22.4224
1.818

12.8128

8.8

2.121

8.181

sample

7.7

23.9239

3.939
11.1111

33.0330
3.939

17.0170

1.010

3.333

4.949
100.01000

T traditionally female occupations N neutral
occupations M traditionally male occupations

22

16m

10m

26m
tors

25

146

32

93

224

18

21

81

239

39

330

39

170

33

49
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data if the percentage of women in an occupational group

was more than 70 1I considered it a traditionally female

occupation two occupational categories meet this criteria
administrative support and private household occupations

any occupational group that had less than 30 women was

coded as traditionally male three occupational categories

met this criteria farming precision production and

operators all those in between were considered gender

neutral see table 2.525 1I used main headings of

occupational groups from the 1990 census of population and

housing As can be seen in table 2.525 only 9 of the

mothers in the sample had traditionally male jobs thirty
seven percent had traditionally female jobs while the rest
54 had gender neutral jobs the data suggest very little
variation in the type of occupations mormon mothers have

compared to the national average mormon mothers are more

likely to be employed in traditionally female jobs and fewer

male oriented jobs when compared to US women

mothers education education is measured with two

questions circle the highest grade in school you have

completed and what degrees have you received the latter
question did not give high school degree as an option so I1

combined the two questions into one variable if the

respondent said she had completed less than 12 grades of

school and had not circled any degrees received her

education was coded as less than high school education if

23

25
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she had completed 12 grades of school and circled other or

nothing in degrees received the response was coded as a

high school education if she had completed 13 grades of

school and circled either associate degree or other
then her response was coded as an associate degree the

other includes technical schooling which would not

necessarily mean an associate degree and some college the

bachelors and masters degrees did not have to be recoded

so for education 2.525 13 of mothers had less than a high

school education 26.6266 136 had a high school degree

45.9459 235 had an associates degree or some college 21.9219
112 had a bachelors degree and 3.131 16 had a masters

degree see table 2.626 compared to the US population
mormon women have less education at higher levels and more

education at lower levels after graduating from high

schoolmormonschool womenMormon in this sample are more likely to go on

to college but less than half actually graduate from

college by comparison women nationally are more likely to

go on to graduate school once they complete college than
mormon women mormon mothers in this sample are more

inclined to go to college but do not finish college or go

on for postgraduatepost educationgraduate as compared to the national
populationpopulationvpopulation3populations

24
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459 219
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table 2.626 womens education

US sample
population population

less than high
school 17.781778 2.525

high school degree 32.263226 26.6266
associate andor

some college 28.972897 45.9459
bachelor degree 14.351435 21.9219
masters degree 6.64664 3.131

daughters7daughters attachment to the LDS church attachment to

the LDS church is measured using a five item scale developed

by marie cornwall 1993 it is actually a measure of lack

of attachment since all five items are reversed lexactly1exactlyExactly1

2very much 3somewhat 4not very much 5notenot at all but

I1 will refer to it as attachment the questions which

make up the scale include

1 sometimes I1 wish my friends didnt know I1 am
mormon

2 1I believe a person can be religious without
attending church

3 the main reason I1 go to church on sunday is
because my parents want me to go

4 sometimes I1 think our religion is too strict
5 1I think church meetings are boring

the reliability analysis of this scale showed an alpha of

.66926692 with a standardized alpha of .67766776

the women in this sample both mothers and daughters

are highly attached to the mormon church see table 2.727
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table 2.727 mothers and daughters lack of attachment
to the LDS church

daughters mothers
time 1 time 2 time 3

not very much 51 51.3513 50 66
n286 n283 n276 n369

not at all 1.313 2.929 3.131 6

n7 n16 n17 n33

over half of the mothers and daughters responded negatively

to the statements above because these women say they do

not agree with the statements they are highly attached to

the LDS church

longitudinal research there are several advantages to

doing longitudinal research one in particular is that I1 am

able to follow the daughters as they get older and see the

changes rather than taking a crosssectioncross ofsection girls in the
mormon population by following the same population over

time I1 am able to note changes in the mean scores that are

otherwise not directly assessed using crosssectionalcross datasectional
As stated earlier in this chapter the data collections for

this study were made 18 months apart in this research I1

will be referring any change up or down as an effect of

time three data collections occurred and thus three
points in time will be examined

analytic procedures

the analysis involved examining the relationship

26
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between mothers employment7 and daughters future plans I1

began by correlating mothers employment and daughters

future plans for education career marriage and children
using spssx by correlating all the dependent variables
with the independent variables I1 was able to identify the

direction of effect positive or negative for each

hypothesis however the extent to which mothers

employment type of job and education affected the
daughters future plans required a multivariate analysis of

variance MANOVA for these I1 looked at the main effects
and interactions after running those MANOVAs I1 ran

others controlling for attachment and looking for the

interaction effect of time

because there are so few daughters aged eleven and

fifteen I1 combined the elevenyearoldseleven withyear theolds twelve

yearoldsyear andolds the fifteen with the fourteen year olds

producing three age categories

27
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chapter 3

results and discussion

quick overview

A vast majority of the daughters at time one planned to

graduate from college have a career get married and have

children although these plans remain in the majority

over time the percentages become less definite as seen in

table 3.131 however plans to marry and have children are

far more constant over time than plans for college and a

career more than three out of four young women plan for
marriage and children while one in three plan to graduate

from college and have a career by time three only half of

the young women planned for college and a career an

interesting point is that many of the daughters are

definitely planning for education career marriage and

children rather than probably planning for these thongvthingithingvth

in

ingi

the following sections I1 will be reporting the results
in terms of each hypothesis integrating the last hypothesis

of change over time into each section

28
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table 3.131 daughters future plans
yes definitelywill

time 1 time 2 time 3
graduate from 63.8638 64.6646 55.2552

college n351 n352 n303
have a good 67 60.7607 50.6506

job or career n367 n331 n278
get married 79.6796 77.5775 76.1761

n438 n423 n418

have children of 75.6756 74 74.3743
my own n416 n404 n408

employment of mothermocher first hypothesis

the first hypothesis presented was that daughters of

employed mothers will be more inclined to plan for education

and career along with marriage and children than will
daughters of mothers who are not employed mothers

employment was not correlated with college graduation plans

but it does have a significant positive correlation with

daughtersdaughters7 future plans for a career over all three points

in time tl r124 t2ta r154 t3ta r137 see table 3.232
if a mother is employed her daughter will be more likely to

plan for employment as well over time the impact of

mothers employment on plans for a career maintains its
significance the daughters future plans for marriage and

children were not correlated to mothers employment except

at time two when the correlation with daughters plans for
marriage is negative and significant r .103103 see table
3.232
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638 646 552

607 506

796 775 761

756 743
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table 2

graduation
college

career

marriage

children

3.2t232 mothemothers
with

from

cs employment
daughters P

time 1

.043043
n510
.124124
n510

at time 0
uturefuture planplanspian

time 2

.058058
n505
.154154
n505

p05 pol p001

looking further the MANOVA showed no difference
between the daughters of employed mothers and the daughters

unemployed mothers in terms of their future plans for
college f114 see table 3.333 the means are shown in

table 3.737 over time future plans for graduating from

college became less definite however it was the same for
both groups f1745 sig001sig see001 table 3.333 the decline
was greater between time two and time three than time one

and time two the tables include both within and between

group interactions and daughters age7 as calculated from

their age at time one data collection no interaction
effects were significant

30

one

043

124

029

07

058

154

103

053

012

137

002

023

poi pooi
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37

33

32ta

.029029
n510

.0707
n510

.103103
n505

.053053
n505

ne correlated

time 3

.012012
n509
.137137
n509

.002002
n509
.023023
n509
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table 3.333 mothers employment7 effect on
daughters future plans for graduation from college

degrees overall change over
mean of effect time F score
square freedom F score t1ta t2t3 t2ta t3ta

n535
mothers

employment 1.12112 1 1.14114
daughters
age 2.07207 2 2.12212

mothers
employment
by
daughters
age .5959 2 .5959

time 5.48548 2 17.451745 10.041004 23.482348
no interaction effect was significant p001 pol

A MANOVA examining the effect of employed mothers on

their daughters future plans for employment supported the

correlation findings that the daughter of an employed mother

is more inclined to plan for a career than the daughter of

an unemployed mother see table 3.434 f1970 sig at .001001
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table 3.434 mothers employment effect on
daughters future plans for a career

degrees overall change over
mean of effect time F score
square freedom F score t1ta t2t3 t2ta t3ta

n 532
mothers

employment 23.702370 19.701970

daughters
age 1.50150 1.24124

mothers
employment
by
daughters
age 2 6 .2222

31.183118time 11.591159
no interaction effect was significant

33.583358 28.7287

p001

additional analysis showed there is no difference between

parttimepart andtime fulltimefull employedtime mothers in terms of the

daughters plans for future employment over time however

the plans to be employed diminished f3118 sig at .001001

see table 3.434 no interaction effect was found although

the means see table 3.737 suggest a tendency toward less
definite plans for a career among the daughters of non

employed mothers As the daughters mature fewer make plans

for a future career from time one to time three this
decline is consistent and significant see table 3.434
there is not much difference between the decline in plans at
time one and time two compared with time two and time three
the decline appears relatively consistent f3358 and

32
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f287 respectively sig at .001001 again the tables
include both within and between group interactions and

daughters age at time one no interaction effects were

significant
mothers employment had no influence on daughters

future plans for marriage and children as seen in tables 3.535
and 3.636 also there was no effect of time

table 3.535 mothers employment effect on
daughters future plans for marriage

mean
square

degrees
of
freedom

overall
effect
F score

change over
time F score
t1ta t2t3 t2ta t3ta

n 535
mothers

employment 1.58158
daughters
age .6868

mothers
employment
by
daughters
age 09

time .5959

2.97297

1.28128

.1616

2.68268 3.45345 2.11211
no interaction effect was significant
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table 3.636 mothers employment effect on
daughters future plans for having children of their own

degrees overall change over
mean of effect time F score
square freedom F score t1ta t2t3 t2ta t3ta

n 535
mothers

employment 1.16116
daughters
age 1.31131

mothers
employment
by
daughters
age .5555

time .5454

1.25125

1.41141

.6060

1.83183 2.98298 .6767

no interaction effect was significant

table 3.737 mothersmothers7 employment effect on daughters
future plans means on a five point scale

time 1
college

employed 4.55455
not employed 4.52452

career
employed 4.63463
not employed 4.40440

marriage
employed 4.73473
not employed 4.79479

children
employed 4.63463
not employed 4.75475

time 2

4.57457
4.49449
4.54454
4.30430
4.68468
4.80480
4.62462
4.68468

time 3

4.37437
4.33433
4.35435
4.09409
4.68468
4.70470
4.64464
4.62462

mothers employment status has a significant effect on

daughters future plans for a career but not for education

34
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marriage and children over time future plans regarding

education and career change but the amount of change was

much greater for career plans 64 to 55 versus 67 to
51 over time fewer young women reported planning to

have a career even so 51 still reported plans for a

career on the third wave of data collection these results
are a reflection of mormon culture which teaches that women

should stay home with children the mormon church

emphasizes marriage and children but also encourages women

to go to college and be wellreadwell andread educated women

mothers type of employment second hypothesis

the second hypothesis states that daughters of employed

mothers who have traditionalnontraditionalnon careers will be more likely

to plan for education and career along with marriage and

children than will daughters of mothers employed in

traditional careers As mentioned in the previous chapter

I1 divided the employed mothers into three groups those with

traditionally female jobs those with gender neutral jobs

and those with traditionally male jobs there was no

correlation between the type of job an employed mother had

and the daughters future plans see table 3.838
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table 3.838 mothers type of employment correlated with
daughters future plans

time 1 time 2 time 3
graduation from
college .081081 .089089 .057057

n312 n310 n313
career .024024

38

089 057

024 041

024 013 075

006 019 095

39

.041041 .012012
n311 n310 n313

marriage .024024 .013013 .075075
n3l2n312 n310 n3l3n313

children .006006 .019019 .095095
n312 n310 n313

because there were so few mothers employed in

traditionally male jobs I1 was not able to determine if
there was a difference in the influence of type of job

either traditionally female or traditionally male on the

daughters future plans so I1 looked to see if there was a

difference between gender neutral and traditionally female

jobs and excluded the traditionally male occupations

in the MANOVAs the type of job the employed mother had

showed no significant influence on the daughters future
plans for graduating from college having a career getting

married or having children see tables 3.939 through 312.312

for these MANOVAs I1 used only those mothers who are

employed so only half of the mothers in the sample are

included As a result the F scores of these particular
MANOVAs are not comparable to the rest of the MANOVAs As

shown in the earlier analysis time did have an effect on

the daughters plans in terms of college and a career in
36
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both cases the daughters plans significantly became less

definite over time f923 sig at .001001 and f1470 sig at
.001001 respectively again the tables include both within

and between group interaction effects and the daughtersdaughters7 age

is from time one

table 3.939 mothers typetyne of employment effect on
daughters future plans for graduation from college

degrees overall change over
mean of effect time F score
square freedom F score t1ta t2t3 t2ta t3ta

n 279
mothers
type of
employment 3.33333 1 3.44344

daughters
age 1.30130 2 1.35135

mothers
type of
employment
by daughters
age .2323 2 .2424

time 2.91291 2 9.23923 3.79379 13.621362
no interaction effect was significant p001 pol
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table 3.10310 mothers type7 of employment effect on
daughters future plans for a career

mean
square

degrees
of
freedom

overall
effect
F score

change over
time F score
t1ta t2t3 t2ta t3ta

n 278
mothers
type of
employment .0101

daughters
age 16

mothers
type of
employment by
daughters
age 16 .1818

14.701470time 5.21521
no interaction effect was significant

.0101

.1818

16.191619 13.241324

p001

table 3.11311 mothers type of employment effect on
daughters future plans for marriage

degrees overall change over
mean of effect time F score
square freedom F score t1ta t2t3 t2ta t3ta

n 279
mothers
type of
employment .0101 1 .0202

daughters
age .8181 2 1.28128

mothers
type of
employment
by daughters
age .4343 2 .6969

time .3737 2 1.44144
no interaction effect was significant

3.61361 .041041

p001 pol
38
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table 3.12312 mothers type of employment effect on
daughters future plans for having children of their own

degrees overall change over
mean of effect timetimeytimer F score
square freedom F score t1ta t2t3 t2ta t3ta

n 279
mothers
type of
employment .2222

daughters
age 1.90190igo

.2121

1.82182

mothers
type of
employment
by daughters
age 1.99199

time .2828.0606 .1313

1.90190igo
.2121

no interaction effect was significant

table 3.13313 mothersmothers7 tydetypetyne of employment effect on
daughters future plans means on a five point scale

time 1
college

traditionally
female 4.47447

gender neutral 4.59459
career

traditionally
female 4.62462

gender neutral 4.70470
marriage

traditionally
female 4.73473

gender neutral 4.76476
children

traditionally
female 4.63463

gender neutral 4.65465

time 2

4.47447
4.62462

4.61461
4.49449

4.71471
4.65465

4.64464
4.61461

time 3

4.30430
4.41441

4.33433
4.39439

4.65465
4.70470

4.55455
4.66466
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it seems the type of job the mother has does not

significantly influence future plans but whether or not she

is employed does influence daughters plans this finding

may be because there was very little variance in the type of

jobs these mormon mothers have since mormon mothers tend

to have traditionally female jobs the effect of this type of

modeling on daughters future plans can only be minimal

further research might consider the effect social status may

have on daughters plans A high or low status occupation

may be more likely to significantly affect future plans

mothers education third hypothesis

the third hypothesis is that daughters of mothers who

have a posthighpost schoolhigh education will be more likely to

plan for education and career than will daughters of mothers

who have only a high school education mothers education

was significantly positively correlated with her daughters

future plans for graduation from college at all three times

r099 r170 r158 also daughters future plans for
a career was negatively correlated with mothers education

reported at time one but only for time one this means

that the higher a mothers education at time one the less

definite her daughters plans for a career three years later
r .144144 see table 3.14314
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table 3.14314 mothers education correlated with
daughters future plans

time I11 time 2 time 3
graduation from
college .099099 .170170 .158158

n510 n505 n509
career

p05 pol pool
results from a MANOVA suggests that the more education

the mothers have the more inclined the daughters are to

plan for graduation from college as seen in table 3.15315

f1019 sig at .001001 the daughters who are more likely
to plan for college graduation are those whose mothers had

an associatestrainingassociate degreestraining some college or a college

degree again over time plans to graduate from college

became less definite f1527 sig at .001001 the change

from time two to time three f2134 sig at .001001 is much

larger than the change from time one to time two f794
sig at .005005
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034 002 052

017 034 004

005

.0505 .033033 .144144
n508 n505 n509

marriage .034034 .002002 .052052
n510n5l0 n506 n509

children .017017 .034034 .004004
n510 n506 n509
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table 3.15315 mothers education effect on
daughters future plans for graduation from college

degrees overall change over
mean of effect time F score
square freedom F score t1ta t2t3 t2ta t3ta

n 501
mothers
education 9.62962 2 10.191019

daughters
age 1.33133 2 1.41141

mothers
education
by daughters
age .8383 4 .8888

time 4.83483 2 15.271527 7.94794 21.342134
no interaction effect was significant p001 p005

mothers educational level had no significant effect on her

daughters future plans for a career marriage and children
see tables 3.16316 through 3.18318 over time the daughters

plans for a career became less definite f2819 sig at
.001001 tables include the within and between group

interaction effects and the effect of daughters age at time

one

42
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tat1 t2t3 t2ta t3ta

n

table 3.16316 mothers education effect on
daughters future plans for a career

mean
square

degrees
of
freedom

overall
effect
F score

change over
time F score

498
mothers
education 2.61261 2.16216

daughters
age 2.05205 1.70170

mothers
education
by daughters
age .9393 .9393

28.192819time 10.541054
no interaction effect was significant

27.972797 284328.43

p001

table 3.17317
daughters

mean
square

mothers
future

degrees overall change over
of effect time F score
freedom F score t1ta t2t3 t2ta t3ta

education effect on
plans for marriageMarr

n

lacieiacre

501
mothers
education .6060 1.10110llo

daughters
age .7777 1.41141

mothers
education
by daughters
age 3 3 .6161

2.21221 3.61361 1.26126
p001 pol

time .5050

no interaction effect was significant
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table 3.18318 mothersMother education effect on
daughters future plans for having children of their own

mean
square

degrees
of
freedom

overall
effect
F score

change over
time F score
TI

501
mothers
education .0707

daughters
age 1.73173

mothers
education
by daughters
age .2727

time .3333

.0707

1.76176

.2828

1.10110llolio
no interaction effect was significant

2.00200 .1717

p001 pol

table 3.19319 mothers education effect on
daughters future plans means on a five point scale

time
college

high school 4.49449
some college 4.49449
college degree 4.68468

career
high school 4.60460
some college 4.50450
college degree 4.50450

marriage
high school 4.81481
some college 4.74474
college degree 4.74474

children
high school 4.68468
some college 4.68468
college degree 4.69469

time 2

4.42442
4.50450
4.75475
4.47447
4.48448
4.40440
4.75475
4.71471
4.74474
4.63463
4.64464
4.67467

time 3

4.21421
4.34434
4.58458
4.40440
4.23423
4.08408
4.76476
4.69469
4.65465
4.67467
4.60460
4.62462
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07

27

33

07

28
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daughters attachment to the LDS church fourth hypothesis

hypothesis four states daughters who are attached to

the LDS church will be less inclined to plan for future
education and career than daughters who are not attached to

the LDS church when controlling for mothers employment or

educational status the correlations showed daughters

attachment to the church to be somewhat positively

correlated with their future plans for graduation from

college marriage and children in light of this pattern

it is interesting to note that two trends are evident

first the strength of correlations increases over time

for example plans to have children and attachment are

correlated .2020 time one .2222 time two and .2828 time

three within a given time period we find a moderately

strong association between attachment and plans especially
plans for children and marriage attachment time three was

negatively correlated with the daughtersdaughters7 plans for career

at time three r ili111illelleiliiilii.111111 all the other years daughters

attachment

7

had no significant negative correlation with her

future plans for a career see table 3.20320

45
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table 3.2323203.20

college

dauahtersdaughters

time

attachment

time
time

career
time
time
time

marriage
time
time
time

children
time
time
time

0 dau

1
2
3

1
2
3

1
2
3

1
2
3

cthters attachmattache
plans a

time 1

.127127

.0808

.084084

nd ageacreacie

attachment
time 2

.147147

.094094

.166166

and
32

127
08
084

045
025
086

139

203
176
117

147
094

059
048
107

112
206
143

118
219
128

04
178

082
076

176
236

195
215
283

139

203

001

.045045

.025025

.086086

.154154

.139139

.123123

.203203

.176176

.117117

ant correlated

.059059

.048048

.107107

.112112

.206206

.143143

.118118

.219219

.128128

with her future

time 3

.099099

.0404

.178178

.082082

.076076

.111111

.109109

.176176
.236236

.195195
.215215
.283283

p05 pol

the second trend is that the correlation becomes weaker

over time for example the correlation between plans to
marry and attachment at time one declined from .154154 time

one attachment with time two plans to .139139 time one

attachment with time two plans and then to .123123 time one

attachment with time three plans the correlation between

plans for children and attachment declined from .203203 to .117117

during the same time period

the MANOVAs looked at the effect of mothers

educational and employment status on future plans while

taking into account the daughters attachment to the LDS

church the MANOVAs showed that both mothers educational

level f924 sig at .001001 and daughters attachment
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ooiool

gg99

16ig

f166 sig at .001001 have a significant effect on the

daughters future plans for college attachment beta

7 educational level had no significant effect and

daughters attachment had a very small significant effect on

the daughters future plans for a career mormonism

emphasizes education but does not necessarily link it to

career plans

in the next tables I1 report the betweensubjectsbetween andsubjects

withinsubjectswithin effectssubjects between subjects effects compare

the effect of mothers education or mothers employment

with the effect of daughters age the interaction effect
and the effect of daughters attachment to the LDS church

withinsubjectswithin comparessubjects the effect of time with the effect
of daughters attachment

47

figg

321

151 166 92 158

24 58 206 279

.1818

again time also had a significant effect f1584 and

27.922792 sig at 001see001 tablesee 3.21321

table 3.21321 mothers education effect on daughters
future plans for college and career with

daughters attachment

daughters mothers time
attachment education

sum of F score sum of F score sum of fscoreiscore
squares squares squares

college
15.1151 16.6166 16.9169 9.292 9.999 15.8158

career
5 2.424 5.858 1.616 20.6206 27.9279

p000 p05
mothersmothers7
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001ooidaughters attachment f1807 sig at .001001 has more

of an effect on daughtersdaughters7 future plans for college than

does mother being employed f249 but a mother being

employed has a stronger effect f1889 sig at .001001 on

her daughters plans for a career than the daughters
attachment to the LDS church f389 sig at .0505 this
means even if the daughter is highly attached to the LDS

church she is more likely to plan for a career if her

mother is employed see table 3.22322 in these MANOVAs time

was the only betweensubjectbetween effectsubject that was significant so

that is the only one reported

table 3.22322 mothers employment effect on daughters
future plans for college and career with

daughters attachment

daughters mothers time
attachment employment

sum of F score sum of F score sum of fscoreiscore
squares squares squares

college
17

career
4.747

18 2.424 2.525 11 17.6176
3.939 22.6226 18.9189 22.4224 30.5305

p000 p05

daughters attachment was the only significant effect
on daughters future plans for marriage and children

neither mothers education or employment had any effect on

the daughters plans for marriage and children so if a

daughter is not attached to the LDS church she will be less

48

7
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05
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igligi

inclined to plan for marriage and children and mothers

educational level and employment has no effect on this
decision time had no significant effect on the daughters

future plans for either marriage or children the tables

that follow include both within and betweensubjectsbetween effectssubjects

for attachment since that was the only significant result

table 3.23323 mothers education effect on daughters
future plans for marriage and children with

daughters attachment

attachment
between subjsuba ectsacts

attachment
within subjsuba ectsacts

sum of
squares

F score sum of
squares

F score

marriage

children
17.6176
35.9359

35.013501

39.123912

3.737
6.767

17.011701

22.242224

p000

table 3.23323 mothers employment effect on daughters
future plans for marriage and children with

daughters attachment

attachment
between subjsuba ectsacts

attachment
within subjsuba ectsacts

sum of
squares

P score sum of
squares

F score

marriage
3.535 16.371637

6.868 23.232323

16.1161
children

34.3343

32.563256

39.193919

p000 p05
summary of results

to begin with a great majority of daughters
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definitely planned for education career marriage and

children rather than probably planning for these

the first hypothesis was only partially supported by

the data daughters of employed mothers were more definite
about plans for a career but I1 found no difference between

employed and nonemployednon mothersemployed in terms of the daughters

future plans for college marriage and children

the second hypothesis was not supported by the data

mothers with traditionally female occupations did not

differently influence the future plans of their daughters

mothers educational level did influence the daughters

future plans for education but not for career marriage or

children so hypothesis three was only partially correct
daughters attachment to the LDS church had an impact

on her future plans for marriage and children if a

daughter was not attached to the LDS church she had less
definite plans for marriage and children daughters

attachment to the LDS church positively influenced her

future plans for education and to some extent career the

relative impact of mothers modeling and the daughters

attachment to the church is important to note mothers

employment status had more of an effect on the daughters

future plans for a career than did the daughters attachment

to the LDS church when a mother is employed daughters

attachment to the LDS church has comparatively little effect
on future plans for a career
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time had a significant effect on the daughters future7

plans the daughters at time one would plan for education

and career but by time three these plans had become less

definite change over time may either be an indication of

developmental time or a reflection of institutional effects
changes in LDS church policy or program since very little

institutional change was taking place during the time of the

study much of the change is likely attributed to
developmental issues

there is a lack of effect for age remembering age is
the age of the daughters at time one of the data collection
following carol gilligans theory the younger daughters

should be more definite in their future plans than the older

daughters however in all the models presented in this
research age had no effect only time there is no

difference between the younger daughters and the older
daughters in terms of their future plans at time one this
discrepancy between gilligans study and my findings

deserves further study as no apparent explanation is
currently available
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chapter 4

conclusions

I1 began this research wanting to examine the effect
employed LDS mothers have on their daughters future plans

for education career marriage and children the question

is of interest for several reasons first there are

increasing numbers of employed women in the US second

this trend is similar for LDS women third the LDS church

continues to discourage employment of women fourth this
discouragement is a source of potential strain between the
women and the LDS church hierarchy

mothers employment

mothers employment status does have an effect on her

daughters future plans for career but not for education

marriage and children also the type of employment held

by mothers had no effect on the daughters future plans it
is not what type of job the mother has but the fact that
she is employed that influences the daughter the lack of

effect for type of occupation may be primarily because

mormon mothers are not in a wide range of occupations most

mormon mothers in this sample are in traditionally female or
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gender neutral jobs

mothers education

mothers educational level did have an effect on the
daughters future plans for college but not on her plans

for career marriage or children if a mother had some

college her daughter was more inclined to plan for college
graduation

daughters attachment to the LDS church

daughters attachment to the LDS church does affect her

future plans daughters who were more attached to the LDS

church were less likely to plan for a career but were more

likely to plan for college marriage and children one

explanation for why attachment to the LDS church did not

affect plans for college in the same way it affected plans

for a career is that college is seen as the main marriage

market a place to meet your husband especially at an LDS

sponsored college also attending college is not going

against the counsels of the LDS church women are

encouraged to educate themselves in traditionally female

areas such as school teachers marriage and family

relations nursing and humanities anything that will
assist in raising children
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change over time

daughters plans for the future changed over the course

of the study greatly when the daughters were young a

large portion responded that they planned for graduation

from college and to have a career but over time the
daughters plans became less definite in these areas the
daughters appear to modify their plans to be more consistent
with cultural expectations this finding supports carol
gilligans finding of adolescent girls monitoring their
behavior in relation to the looks and the voices of others
in the world in which they are living brown and gilligan
1992 p169pigg the modifications in plans are associated

with the daughtersdaughters7 adolescent development even so more

than half maintained traditionalnontraditionalnon plans

but there is a lack of effect for age which does not

follow carol gilligans findings exactly the younger

daughters according to gilligan should have more definite
future plans than the older daughters however the findings

presented here show there is no difference between the

daughters gilligans research would suggest at least an

interaction effect of age at time one and change over time

no interaction effect was found As the daughters got

older their plans became less definite and the change was

apparently the same for each age group an explaination as

to why the older and younger daughters do not differ in

their plans for the future may be that I1 combined the
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elevenyearolds with the twelve year olds and the fifteen
yearoldsyear witholds the fourteen year olds but one would think

there would still be a difference between the twelve year

olds and fourteen year olds further study is needed to

explain this discrepancy as no apparent explanation is
available

unexpected finding

the most interesting finding was that employed mothers

have a very strong effect on their daughters future plans

for a career stronger than the daughters attachment to the
LDS church this creates a tension between the modeling of

the mother and the daughters attachment7 to the LDS church

the daughters are seeing their mothers working and at the
same time are hearing they should not work when they get to

be mothers at this point in time mothers modeling has

more of an effect on the daughters than does the daughters

attachment to the LDS church since over fifty percent of

LDS mothers in this sample were employed we can expect many

more LDS women to be employed outside the home in the

future the numbers of employed LDS mothers and the number

of daughters making plans for future employment guarantees

further social change within the LDS church

implications

the results show that most daughters plan for marriage
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and children and a majority plan for education and career

regardless of mothersmothers7 employment or educational status
because many daughters are planning for marriage and

children along with education and career it is not an

eitherorei situationtheror for the daughters the implication for

the LDS church is that the daughters are planning for
marriage children education and adding plans for a career
as well the data do not suggest that if daughters choose

education or career they are then excluding the possibility
of marriage and children the daughters will be adding

another dimension to their lives besides marriage and

motherhood

but does adding another dimension happen at one time or

sequentially another study might include a measure of

whether the daughters are planning to have a career and

family at the same time or if they will do these things

sequentially or does it mean they will do it all at once

and be able to compartmentalize their lives so they will
do it all or will it be a combination of both going to

school getting married and having children all at the same

time and then having a career when the children are in

school

because many LDS mothers now are employed and in the

future more mothers will be employed there will be

increased strain between what the LDS church counsels and

what the mothers are actually doing finding out what the
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daughters are planning will help the LDS church in their
dealings with the women in the church if a majority of the
LDS mothers are employed and their attached daughters are

planning to be employed at some time in their adult lives

it seems the LDS church needs to find out when these women

plan on being employed if the women plan on being employed

after the children are in school then the LDS church would

need to modify their positions only slightly but if the

daughters are planning to be employed with children under

six years of age there will be a great chasm between what

the LDS church counsels and what the women practice
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ABSTRACT

this research looks at the effect employed active LDS
mothers have on their daughters future plans for education
career marriage and children mothers educational level type
of employment and daughters attachment to the LDS church were
taken into consideration it was found that a majority of
daughters are definite in their plans for education career
marriage and children regardless of the employment status of
their mother daughters of employed LDS mothers are more
definite in their plans for a career than daughters of unemployed
LDS mothers no effect was found for mothers employment7 on
daughters future plans for college marriage and children
mothers type of employment also had no effect mothers
educational level did influence the daughters future plans for
education but not for career marriage or children mothers
employment had a greater effect on her daughters future plans
for a career than did the daughters attachment to the LDS
church
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